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20 Most Promising IT Services Companies - 2016

T

he application of business and technical expertise to
enable organizations in the creation, management,
and optimization of access to information and
business processes is the core of IT services. It is divided
into five parts: Strategy, Design, Transition, Operations, and
Continual Service Improvement and segmented by the type
of skills that are employed to deliver the service design,
build and run. But not all firms trust IT as a total service
provider. They are not willing to "black box" the services,
to use the application service provider model—now known
as software as a service. Organizations are not willing to
look only at what comes out of the pipe. These emerging
challenges coupled with issues with IT cost transparency,
value demonstration, agility and availability of services,
support and customer service still pose as challenges in
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the IT Services landscape. All these factors put together
have ensured stiff competition amongst the thousands of
companies that have come to the forefront defining their
potential to deliver the best-of-breed solutions. In the last
few months, a distinguished panel comprising of CEOs,
CIOs, VCs, analysts including SiliconIndia editorial board
evaluated the top companies in the IT Services space, and
selected the ones that are at the forefront of tackling today's
challenges.
In the selection process, we looked at the vendors'
capability to curb the challenges associated with IT
Services. In this edition of siliconindia, we bring to you
the "20 Most Promising IT Services Companies-2016"
featuring the companies that are creating an impact in the
IT Services sector.
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Prasad Valay,
President

iGovSolutions is a company specializing in
Regulatory Licensing products, services,
and mobile applications
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iGovSolutions

Making Government Agencies Powerful

T

echnological change today is interminable and use the latest Microsoft technologies for development,
happening with such mind-boggling speed and database, and hosting. We are one of the few Microsoft
depth that numerous industries are unable to approved Government Cloud service providers,”
keep pace. Working in close proximity with explains Valay.
Government State agencies, iGovSolutions noted similar
An example portraying iGovSolutions’ expertise,
discrepancies where legacy processes are being used The Alabama Board of Pharmacy (ALBoP)—State of
without adjusting in accordance to the change. “Technology Alabama's licensing board for Pharmacies, Pharmacists,
and process go hand in hand. By using technology to and Technicians deployed iGovSolutions’ iLEMS, online
address the process related changes, an agency can achieve services, and tablet based field inspection forms as a
more productivity as the human power can perform work one-stop solution. iGovSolutions ensured that ALBoP
that could be beyond technology’s reach,” begins Prasad went from multiple, disconnected systems to a single
Valay, President, iGovSolutions. “We offer government solution that could interact in real-time. iGovSolutions
agencies with simple but pragmatic solutions, which also delivered an integrated payment processing engine
can instantly empower them to serve their
along with each of the applications involving
customers better.”
fee, giving ALBoP an end-to-end control
iGovSolutions’ state of the art, SaaS
over the entire process. “We start each
Licensing Product called iLEMS (integrated
engagement by having full participation of
Licensing and Enforcement Management
the client in defining the needs. While we
System) encompasses various aspects of
have the experience in the domain, we do
regulatory licensing right from application
not assume that we know it all,” explains
process to compliance. Through iLEMS,
Valay. “We treat each engagement as unique,
end users can customize the flow of the
thus allowing us to keep an open mind to
application as per their business needs;
customize our product if necessary to meet
build their own customizable forms and
the needs of the client.”
Prasad Valay
reports which eliminate the use of third
The company customizes their product
party reporting tools. The product offers
by utilizing the renowned CAD (Custom
an integrated online payment engine
Application Development) methodology
We treat each
eliminating the use of third party payment
which incorporates a highly successful
processor along with real-time online engagement as
phased approach for accomplishing
services including renewals, verification, unique, thus allowing system vision, requirements collection,
and subscription services to citizens and us to keep an open
design and construction, installation and
business. “We empower the state agencies
implementation. Every step of the process,
mind to customize
to serve the citizens better! By embracing
iGovSolutions keeps the client in the loop
the Cloud Computing technologies, state our product if
on the progress being made, issues being
agencies are able to adopt latest technology necessary to meet the addressed, so they have active participation
and at an affordable pricing,” adds Valay.
in the process. So far, iGovSolutions has
needs of the client
iLEMS has culminated into a one-stop
had very good success and have grown in
shop for Regulatory Licensing Boards that
clusters, by taking a careful but aggressive
regulate various professions and encompasses the aspects approach to grow in select states. Without disclosing too
of a licensing board’s day to day operations including but many trade secrets, iGovSolutions is looking at more ways
not limited to application processing, license issuance and than one to grow their presence Pan-America. “In spite of
renewals. Other services of iLEMS include online credit/ new goals, our vision forever will be the same – to be the
debit card processing, online license renewal services, best technology partner for State Licensing Agencies for
document management and website integration. “We years to come,” concludes Valay.
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